
Variables of interest:
• Power: change in peak power at selected contraction velocities
• Knee mechanics: knee flexion angle at heel strike & peak during loading response; peak knee adduction angle during loading 

response; anterior femoral displacement at heel strike & at 1st peak of VGRF; peak knee flexion and adduction moments

Statistics: Variables compared within PA group between pre and post-30MTW using paired t-tests with significance set at p<0.1
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↑ Age associated with:
• Change in gait mechanics
• ↑ knee osteoarthritis (OA) incidence

Knee OA incidence/progression related to:
• Post-traumatic changes in knee mechanics [1]
• Knee extensor strength [2]
• Changes in knee mechanics progress from       

young healthy → older healthy → knee OA [3]

Other age-related factors may influence OA risk
• Muscle strength/power
• Muscle fatigue
• Habitual physical activity (PA) level

Questions:
• What impact does knee extensor (KE) 

strength/power have on knee mechanics?
• Could daily activity/exercise induce enough KE 

fatigue to alter knee mechanics?
• Is maintenance of habitual PA a potential a 

mediator of this pathway?

Aim: To determine 1) if a simulated bout of daily PA 
induces KE fatigue and alters knee mechanics and 2) if 
habitual PA level mediates this effect

Hypothesis: A 30 minute treadmill walk (30MTW) [4] 
will induce a drop in KE power and change in knee 
mechanics in low PA but not high PA older adults.
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Two groups of healthy adults age 55-75:
• High PA: run ≥15 miles/wk
• Low PA: <150 min/wk of moderate-vigorous PA
• No history of major joint injuries, 

neuromuscular pathology

Protocol:
• Overground kinematics & kinetics at preferred 

walking speed, strength outcomes collected 
pre & post 30MTW (Fig 1)

High PA 11 (5) 61.3 ± 4.0 1.7 ± 0.1 65.2 ± 12.8 22.9 ± 2.3 1.48 ± 0.12
Low PA 6 (4) 63 ± 4.0 1.7 ± 0.1 67.7 ± 6.6 23.3 ± 1.3 1.52 ± 0.12

N (female) Height (m) Weight (kg) BMI (kg/m2) Walking 
Speed (m/s)

Age (yrs)

Table: Participant characteristics

Figure 3: Knee kinematics and kinetics during stance. Inset graphs depict values (±SD) at discrete points of interest. * indicates significant (p<0.1) change from baseline in response to the 30MTW.

• Post-30MTW
• ↓ in KE power at most contraction velocities in Low PA group
• ↓ in KE power at fewer velocities in High PA group
• ↑ in knee flexion @ heel strike

• PA level appears to mediate Δ in KE power

Habitual vigorous PA may allow aging adults to maintain fatigue resistance
• Important for mobility/function with ↑ age
• Emphasizes need to control for PA in aging studies

Sensitivity of knee mechanics to fatigue unclear
• Change in knee flexion angle parallels high-velocity KE fatigue
• Global measures of joint motion may be more sensitive

Implications for knee OA:
• Change in discrete knee mechanics or control of knee motion in response to age, 

muscle deterioration, fatigue could negatively impact cartilage [1]

Figure 1: Visit 2 testing protocol. 30MTW speed determined by 400 meter overground walk at 
preferred speed.
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Figure 2: Change in power (fatigue) induced by 30MTW. * indicates 
significant (p<0.1) change from baseline.
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